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total immersion racing total immersion racing - play as the driver of a racing car in single-player
mode or race on three tracks. choose the cars, the tracks and the difficulty level - all in the coolest
driving games engine yet! - drive the best car of the year for a certain level, stay in the first league
to achieve a certain level. this can be very useful for gamers because they can continue to play the

same car over and over again to gain experience and add new cars!- choose between three different
racing tracks, each featuring completely new challenges for the drivers. monza, talheimring and the

nürburgring are the most challenging tracks on which you will have to compete on. - cars are all
customizable. you can easily choose between different car models and custom color schemes. this

means that you can build your very own racing car! use the car builder to get started, once you have
finished, upload the car to total immersion racing! once your car is done, you can choose whether to

take it with you or not. there are more than 30 car models and color schemes for you to choose
from. this is a must have title for any xbox gamer. you can use it to make your games a lot more fun

and more realistic by turning off the motion blur. this is a nice enhancement for all sorts of games
like racing or fpss where motion blur can really be distracting.
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your simulated vehicle will be one of over 100 competitors in the game, each with their own car,
engine and handling characteristics. the variety of cars on offer ranges from entry-level racecars to
incredible racing prototypes. the game also features a wide variety of terrain to contend with, from

lush forests and rolling hills, to snowy mountain passes, desert dunes, and the notorious hockenheim
circuit. thanks to the new physics engine in this game, players can experience the thrill of real-life

racing from behind the wheel of a car, with realistic handling characteristics and authentic car
models, and can race against a wide range of opponents, each with their own race car, car

characteristics and racing skill. total immersion racing is the only racing game on the market that
includes multiple weather conditions. in the career mode, weather conditions can affect performance

and handling of the car, and the player will also have to contend with the extreme temperature
changes, as well as fog and rain. the career mode also includes bonus money, which can be used to
purchase car models, upgrades and tuning options. once the player has created a car model in the
career mode, it can be used in the play and practice modes, where players can race against their

opponents, and adjust the vehicles handling. in the play mode, the player can customize their racing
experience, and set the handling characteristics of their vehicle. total immersion racing offers a
robust physics engine. the game features over 100 types of terrain, including urban city streets,

mountains, deserts, a lake, forests and grasslands, with more being added in the future. there are
three game modes in total immersion racing: career, play and practice. in career mode, the player

races against the ai, choosing from a variety of races and tracks. in play mode, the player can
customize the handling characteristics of their vehicle. in practice mode, the player can tweak the

vehicle's handling, and create custom race tracks. 5ec8ef588b
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